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•Working Memory (WM) is central to cognition that enables

manipulation of stored information for reasoning and provides

guidance to decision making and behavior [1].

•For traumatic brain injury, the high susceptibility of working

memory-related regions and pathways between these regions

could underlie these impairments [2].

•The variability in the diffusion data in mild traumatic brain injury

(mTBI) studies, the time-period of scanning post-injury, the method

of analyses used, all lead to differences in white-matter pathways

associated with WM scores.

•In this work, we use random forest (RF) regression [3] that

provides a robust way of interpreting diffusion imaging features of

brain regions that are crucial in prediction of WM scores from a

large dataset.

•A total of 267 mTBI subjects scanned at 3, 7, 14, and 90 days

post-injury at 7 clinical sites as part of the GE/NFL Head Health

Initiative using 3T GE MR750 (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI) was

used.

•The total number of subjects plus visits led to n=616 mTBI cases.

•Multishell diffusion MRI that consisted 140 diffusion weighted

volumes in 25-40-75 gradient directions with b = 700, 1000, 2800

mm2/s, respectively and eight b=0 images were acquired with

2.5mm isotropic resolution.

•WM scores were recorded at all visits administering the Wechsler

Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS).

Methods

Random Forest Regression to find White Matter Pathways Implicating Working 

Memory (WM) Scores in Mild Traumatic Brain Injury (mTBI)

•Fractional anisotropy (FA) measures were derived from the

diffusion data.

•The subjects were all registered to MNI space ICBM white

matter atlas [4].

•The parcellated white matter regions were further stratified

into a total of 76 regions, which exhibit significantly reduced

dynamic range of parcel volume size compared to the JHU

atlas [4,5].

•The mean and standard deviations of FA values within each

of these 76 regions were computed.

•RF regressor was used with a total 152 features as input

and WM scores as output.

•200 trees were grown for the RF regressor, each up to a

depth of 30 and only 50 features were randomly sampled at

each tree.

•A leave-one-out cross-validation method was adopted for

predicting WM scores.

•While training the feature importance were computed and

averaged across all-fold.
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Top 10 white matter areas impacting WM scores in mTBI

•The predicted WM scores had a mean of 19.58±2.75, while the 

actual WM scores had a mean 19.50±7.40.

•The correlation between the predicted and actual WM scores was 

r=0.66, p<0.000001 (Fig. 1)
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Figure 1 Correlation of actual and predicted working memory scores 

with r=0.66, p<0.00001.

•Fig. 2 shows 10 brain regions based on feature importance where

alteration in white matter integrity impact WM scores were

extracted.

•Feature importance mapped on the custom WM atlas [5] (Fig. 3).

This preliminary research enables extracting important

features for specific cognitive scores in mTBI and building a

prediction model for prognosis of recovery, which could help

in management and rehabilitation of mTBI subjects.

Figure 2 Alterations in white matter regions impacting WM scores based 

on RF regression feature importance.

Figure 3 Alterations in white matter areas (custom atlas-76 regions)

impacting WM scores based on RF regression feature importance.
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